MAITRIA HOTEL
SUKHUMVIT 18 • BANGKOK
A CHATRIUM COLLECTION
DELUXE DOWNTOWN LIVING

Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 Bangkok - A Chatrium Collection is a modern lifestyle hotel in the downtown district of Bangkok, right next to some of the city’s best shopping and dining hotspots. Whether travelling on business, independently or with the family, Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 Bangkok will be your city center living space in one of the world’s most happening cities. Our urban lifestyle guru Maitria Hosts will be your living, breathing city guidebook to all the must-see hotspots.

Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 Bangkok is tucked away in the shade of lush tropical greenery. Catch a ride on the BTS Skytrain or MRT subway, just 650 meters away and soak up all the essential sights and scenes Bangkok has on show.